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(Abstract)
Regulation of UG Programmes under CBCSS-OBE in Afiiliated colleges - lmplemented w-e,f 2019

admission - College Transfer - Clause 3.10 modified- Orders issued.

ACADEMIC C SECTION
AcadlC2l2408l2020 Daled: 02.05.2024

Read:-1. U.O. No. Acad lc2l429l2o17lvol ll dated 03.06.2019
2. U.o. No. Acadl C2l24ogl2020 dated Lo.L2.2020
3. U.O. Note No. Acad. D4lcollege tr anstet 12022 dated 08.08-2023
4. Orders of Vice chancellor in the file of even no. daled L1..O4.2024

ORDER

1. As per paper read (1) above, the Revised Regulation for U.G programmes under
Choice Based Credits and Semester System (OBE) for under Graduate programme were
implemented in the University w.e.f 2019 admission. As per Clause 3.:.0 of UG regulation

"Depend;ng upon the academic and physical facilities available in the colleges and
institutions, the university may allow the colleges and institutians to admit a
certain number of students in third or fi{th semester, from other institution by
college transfer or inter university transfer within a period of two weeks from the date of
commencement o, the semester. The institutions and the candidate have to make ensure
that sct eme, syllabus and the total credits of the programme in the complete
semesters shall be same in both institutions. lnter collegiate transfer will be permitted
to the students who pursue herihis study in the same core course opted for the programme and
fee shall be refunded/rem itted as per the Government rules. lf the numller of applications are
more than the available vacancies, rank list should be prepared by the college or institutions
based on their merit, and the applications are to be forwarded to the Registrar along with the
rank list recommending the most eligible candidate."

2. As per paper read (2) above the Clause 3,L0 of the Regulation, with respect to
College/ University transfer were modified w.e.f 2019 admission as follows: "Depending
upon the academic and physical facilities available in the colleges and institutions, the
university may allow the colleges and institutions to admit a certain number of
students of all semesters except fi'rst semesters, from other institution by college
transfer or inter university transfer within a period of two weeks from the date of
commencement of the semester. The institutions and the candidate have to make
ensure that scheme, syllabus and the total credits of the programme in the complete
semesters shall be same in both institutions. lnter collegiate transfer will be permitted to
the students who pursue her/his study in the same core course opted for the programme
and fee shall be refunded/remitted as per the Government rules. lf the number of
applications are more than the available vacancies, rank list should be prepared by the
college or institutions based on their merit, and the applications are to be forwarded to
the Registrar along with the rank list recommending the most eligible candidate. ff the
Scheme, Syllabus and credits of the course are not compatibte, College
Transfer shall not be allowed,"

3. As per paper read (3) above, the Academic D section intimated that Vice Chancellor
has granted intercollege transfer of candidates from one programme to another, in the
third semester, if the scheme and syllabus of first & second semester is same.

4.considering all these matter in detail, and in exercise of the powers of the Academic
Council conferred under section 1L(l) chapter lll of Kannur University Act 1996, the vice
chancellor, has accorded sanction to modify clause 3.10 of the 2019 UG Regulation in
Affiliated Colleges ,subject to report to Academic Council, as follows



3.10 "Depending upon the academic and physicalfacilities available in the colleges
and institutions, the university may allow the colleges and institutions to admit a
cerrain number of students of all semesters except first semester from other
institution by college transfer or inter university transfer within a period of
two weeks from the date of commencement of the semester. The institutions and
the candidate have to make ensure that scheme, sy abus and the total credits of
the programme in the completed semesters shatl be same in both institutions.
lnter collegiate transfer will be permitted to the students who pursue her/his study in the
same core course opted for the programme and fee shall be refu nded/re m itted as per
the Government rules, lf the number of applications are more than the available
vacancies, rank list should be prepared by the college or institutions based on their
merit, and the applications are to be forwarded to the Registrar along with the rank list
recommending the most eligible candidate. lf the scheme, syllabus and credits of the
course of completed semesters are not compatible, college transfer will not be allowed."

5. The U.O read as Paper 1 & 2 stands modified to this extend,

6. Orders are issued accordingly.
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1. Principles of all afiiliated Colleges, offering UG programmes
2. Academic D section.
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